Abstract: With the improvement of building standard, structural form becomes more and more complicated. The utility rate of special-shaped column, corner window and cantilever structure is higher and higher, which often makes reinforced concrete floor slabs in a discontinuous constraint state. To make the design of discontinuous constraint slabs more scientific, the author puts forward a kind of numerical method that can solve the problem of low calculation precision .On this basis, the numerical method is applied to solve the problem of rectangular slabs with two simply supported and the other with part of simply supported and part of clamped ,having a theoretical analysis of the result to verify that the calculation method is correct. The result shows :1. For discontinuous constraint slabs, the displacement difference is large and the average is 10%~20% when it comes to whether the method is adopted or not. 2. For discontinuous constraint slabs, higher precision is obtained by using the numerical method proposed in this paper. And it is necessary to consider the influence of boundary constraints when we design discontinuous Constraint slabs.
INTRODUCTION
The boundary conditions of floor can be divided into two categories. One is comprehensive boundary condition, the other is mixed boundary condition (referring to the edge of the rectangular slab with two or over two kinds of boundary conditions). In general, slabs with comprehesive boundary conditions are known as simple constraint slabs; Slabs with mixed boundary conditions are known as complex constraint slabs. Indeed,researches on simple constraint slabs are fruitful, whereas the complex constraint slabs are studied on starting late in engineering community [1~4] .Eyre was the first to introduce a question with regard to free vibration problem of rectangular slabs with three simply supported boundaries and the other part of simply supported boundaries and part of builtin boundaries, and gave the relevant solutions.On this basis, WangGang, Qingxiang Wang and others also studied successively on the vibration and carrying capacity of discontinuous constraint slabs, but obtained few breakthrough results [5~7] . On the basis of the elastic slab theory, I will present numerical method for the complex constrained slabs to you combined with the finite difference method .Strict as it is,the method considers complex constraint situation,thus giving you more accurate calculation results than simplified processing method and providing technical support for the design of slabs.
BASIC EQUATION OF BENDING ABOUT THE COMPLICATED CONSTRAINT SLAB
For complex constraint elastic thin slabs made up of homogeneous isotropic materials,taking Kirchhoff assumption, the deflection of slabs ( , ) x y Z and the uniformly distributed load 0 q shall meet the following differential equation [1] : The relationship between deflection and bending moment is as follows: 
BOUNDARY CONDITION PROCESSING ABOUT COMPLEX CONSTRAINT SLAB
For complex constraint slabs,there are at least a combination of two out of simply supported boundary , free boundary and built-in boundary in a straight edge with other straight edges simple or complex constraints. For example in Fig.2 ,this paper aims to present you with the thought of dealing with simple boundary and complex boundary.Assume that fig. 2 is a rectangular thin slab with boundary AB and AD clamped (simple boundary), the other for complex boundary (half clamped and half simply supported). Node 22: It is a built-in boundary, so the boundary displacement and first derivative of the displacement should be equal to zero,namely:
Node 42: It is a simply supported constraint, so the boundary displacement and the second derivative of displacement should be equal to zero, namely:
Node 28:In the intersection point with clamped and simply supported constraints, strictly speaking the point neither belongs to clamped supported constraint nor belongs to the simply supported constraint. The point will be regarded as the combination of clamped and simply supported constraints in this article. According to the average of the two considerations, the specific calculation formula is as follows: 
If there is a free boundary, ( , ) x y Z of every point on the side should be regard as an unknown quantity.Equations of every point on the free boundary can be obtained through formula(8).
THE COMPARISON OF CALCULATION RESULTS ABOUT COMPLEX CONSTRAINT SLAB
In a high-rise residential building with Short shear wall structure the corner window is set in the corner . Due to the need to set outtrigger ,the floor bove corner window will be a discontinuous constraint slab with a mix of clamped and simply supported . For a floor with supporting form shown in In order to obtain the difference of the results when complex constraints are imposed on the slab or not, so the author make boundary BC and CD in figure 2 respectively with fully clamped and simply supported constraint . To obtain difference of the displacement value from every node under three constraints , we can see the figures below.Displacement diagram of node 22-28 are shown in Figure  3 and displacement diagram of node 3,10,17,24,31,38,45 are shown in Figure 4 . As is shown in figure 5 , My changes with X including node 22 to 28; As is shown in figure 6 ,Mx changes with y including node 3, 10, 17, 24, 31, 38. and they are all under three constraints. From figure 3 and figure 4 , we can see that the difference of displacement is large when applying to different constraint conditions .We can learn that the difference near the midspan is largest and the difference at the lower right is greater than that at the upper left; From figure 5 and figure 6, you can see that the moment varies widely in the lower right, whears the difference in the cross is small. The result shows that the constraints have a significant impact on support moment, whears have little impact on mid-span moment.
CONCLUSION
1.The method proposed by the author is a good way to solve the problem such as displacement of complex constraint slabs and internal force calculation in the actual engineering.
2.When taking no account of problem of complex constraints, we will find the result of displacement and moment is different .And the result is neither unsafe or old-fashioned.As for this complex constraint slab in the actual project , the author recommend the proposed method in this paper.
